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IT is our purpol'le in the present Article to furnish a brief
statement of the doctrines of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, especially those points in which there exists an
issue with Calvinism. As a receiver of those doctrines, it
will of course be expected, and probably desired, that the
writer should present them favorably, and as they are
viewed by their advocates. Occasional argumentative
issues may be stated, in order that the points of collision
may be more easily understood; but it forms no part of
our province to prove the doctrines presented. It is be·
lieved that such a statement, at the present time, may tend
to remove misunderstanding, and s~rve the cause of Chris·
tian unity.
In regard to the issue, it may be generally remarked that
in those points which more immediately concern the divine
government, Calvinism affirm" more than Anninianism, and
VOL. XIX. No. 74.
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that more the latter declines to accept_ Both sideR, for instance, affirm foreknowledge, iree-will, and tbe nece88ity of
divine grace to salvation j Calvinism superadds to these
respectively, foreordination, nece88ity, and irresistibleness, to
which Arminianiam declines aSBent. 00 points 1e88 central,
as final apostasy, entire sanctifi('.ation, and witne88 of the
spirit, our Arminianism affirms, and Calvinism rejects.
. FUNDAMENTAL MAXIM OF DIVINE GOVERNMENT.

The fundamental maxim upon which the i88ue above
named is primarily grounded, and from which, if we mistake not, most of the otber issues logically result, is the
Edwardean maxim, that it is no matter how we come by
our evil volitions, dispositions, or nature, in order to responsibility, provided we really p088ess tbem. Or we may
state the maxim thus: God judges us as be finds us to be,
good or evil, and holds us responsible without regard to the
means by whicb we became so. We do not say that all
who are considered Calvinists bold tbis maxim. Bnt upon
tbe acceptance or rejection of this proposition it logically
depends, al it appears to us, whether the man ,1UnUd be a
Calvinist or Arminian. From our rejection of this maxim
it is, that we differ from some or all tbe classes of Calvinists on the subject of free-wiU, divine sovereignly, predesli".

tion, election., primary responsibility for inborn derwavity, partial atone71&ent, and final perseveraJlCe. To this maxim, tbat
it is no matter lunD we come by volitional state in order to W
being re.ponsible, we oppose the counter maxim that in
order to responsibility for a give. act or .tatt, power in tI&e
agent for a contrary act or .tate is requisite. In other words:
"no man is to blame for what ke cannot kelp." Power HIlerlies responsibility. Non-existence of power is non-existeoce
of responsibility. The only limitation of tbis principle is
the maxim that self-superi7lduced inability does not excbule
responsibility. The agent who abdicates his powers we
hold to be responsible for his impotence, and for all the nonperformances which legitimately result. Our entire axiom,
then, is: aU inability to a1l act or state, not seif-'wperinfblced,
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The man wbo maintains, counter

to this oor position, the above-apecified Edwardean maxim,
muat, we think, if a logical reasoner, support all the Calvinistic views above enumerated.
maxim is 88 logically bound to

The man who adopts our
them.

~ject

FREE-WILL.

When a man trangresses a divine reqnirement by a
wrong volition, the question arises: Could "e "ave tlJiUed
oIlentMe? He is held by the law penally responsible for
the act. H, now, the maxim be true tbat God regards not
the way in which he became possessed 01 tbe volition, tben
DO power to the contrary is required. God may create
him without power for otber volition; may create him in
fixed and neceS8itated possession of the volition, yet may
.tiD bold bim responsible, and consign him to endless penalty. If, on tbe otber band, adequate power for a contrary
volition must underlie obligation for a contrary volition,
ud so for responsibility for the actual volition, then there
most have existed in the given agent power for a volition
contrary to the volition actually put forth.
Methodism has, in accordance with this view, from tbe
beginning maintained this doctrine of f~e-will. We have
ever maintained tbat it imputes injustice to God to suppose
that be holds us responsible for a necessitated act or conditiOD; or that be ever requires an act or condition for whicb
he does not furnish tbe adequate power. It is the apparent
makiDg of tbis imputation in the various doctrines of Calvinism with wbich Metbodism bas taken iNue.
Our view of free-will is tolerably well expre88ed by the
formula: "tbe power of contrary choice." It would, perhaps, be more accurately expressed by the formula furnished
ad condemned by Edwards (p. 419, Andover Edition,
1840): "27ae ptnI16f' of cl&ooriflg dijfererttlg itt given case••"
The question proposed by Fletcher to Toplady was: "Is tAe
IfIiIl at liberlg to cIwo8e olkerwue IMn it doe., qr u it fIOt?"
The man who affirms the first member of tbis question is
boDDd to be an Anninian; the affirmant of the latter member
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must, as we suppose, logically be a Calvinist. Hence we
do not hold either of the four following positions:
1. The doctrine of volitional neces,"y (ordinarily called
pl&ilosophical neces,"y), as it is ably maintained by Edwards.
This doctrine, ,as we understand it, supposes that every
choice is determined to be as it is by some one antecedent
strongest motive. Preexistent causes fix and limit the volition, excluding all adequate power for a different volition
instead. Every transgression, therefore, as to us it appears,
is voJitionally committed without adequate power for a volitional avoidance. Sin is always a tAiftg wAkA CtJlUlOt be
helped by tAe Binner.
2. ne distinction of moral and raattwal inability, aI II . , .
l"'ion of the problem of re6pOfllibility. This fltJtural ability,
as we understand it, is the poUJer to do aI we tDiu, which
has no relation to the question of volitional freedom; or it
is the power to wiU aI we UJiu, that is, to UJiU aI we do will,
and no other way. That is, the will is supposed to have
the power to act solely and merely as it does act, and no
otherwise; which is a power possessed by every machine
and every physical cause. By our axiom above, this view
appears to us to be necessity, and it excludes the possibility
of responsibility.
3. The law of Miform action of tAe nl. We und~
stand some who affirm tbe doctrine of the power of contrary choice, also to affirm that, nevertheless, there is in all
instances a one certain higlrelt or stroregelt motive, in accordance with which, though possessed of diverse power, the will
does certainly act. This substitutes for the law of cauatio"
the law of uniformity. Both laws we should view as equally
universal and equally apodicticaL But it is the law of uniformity in causation which renders the causative limitation
of will to a sole possible volition subversive of responsibility. It appears logically as impossible for an act to take
place contradi(.'torily to the law of uniformity as to the law
of causatioll ; and responsibility in both cases seems equally
excluded.
4. TI,e antecedent securement of the certaim, of the sole
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?JOlilima. Some who deny necesnty affirm the previously
secared certainty of the volition. By the certainty of an
eveat we mean ita simple fUturitiora. It is a simple will·be,
perfectly pure from the .",t·be. Now there are those, as
we understand, who affirm that antecedent causation does
DOt secure the neuSlitg, but does "secure the certainty" of
the future volition. They thus seek to evade the difficulties of flece.ftty. But be it noted that to secure a thiflg' has
both a positive and a negative side. To secure a thing
abeolutely and perfectly is to exclude the possibility of a
different thing instead. To secure the certainty of a given.
volition, therefore, is to exclude the possibility of a different
oertainty. To secure the futurition of a given volition is
to exclude the possibility of the futurition of a different
volition; which is necessity, and, therefore, appears exclu·
Rye of responsibility.
Oar views of responsibility require us, therefore, to affirm
folly and unequivocally the doctrine of the freedom of the
ItIiIL With the limitation which we have already indicated
ill our axiom, every obligatory and every responsible voli·
tiODal act is afree act; that is, put forth with the adequate
power of putting forth a different act instead. Thus far
we have rejected the limitations to this power arising from
llece,rity, _ijormity, or secured certaintu.
DIVINB SOVERBIONTY.

We hold it to be a doctrine both of natural and revealed
religion, that God is an omnipotent being, possessed of
power for all operations which involve not a contradiction.
Bat any act, the expression of which involves a contradic·
tioD, we consider to be no act at all ; so that this exception
is Dot a limitation of divine power, but only a definition of
the true idea of omnipotence. God is sovereign over the
realm of uatore and of free agenta ; yet in both cases he
limits his uniform action by self·circumscribing lawi. The
lawa of nature are the uniform rules of God's action, im·
posed by himself upon himself. And these self.imposed
la... ate oeeeeeary to the very existence of the kingdom of
21-
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nature; and they do, in fact, give God his position as SOft'reign of naturE'!, and therein are necessary to his divine sovereignty. In the realm of free agency, also, God finds, as
we think, his higbest exaltation as sovereign, by so circumscribing his own modes of action as to leave unviolated the
full exercise of the freedom of the agent, so far forth as be
is a free and responsible agent. For God to secure absolutely and limitatively the one possible volition of the agent,
and yet leave him a free agent, is, in our view, a contradiction; as genuine a contradiction as for God to cause a
heavier body to ascend, and yet preserve the law of gravitation. The rf!quirement that God's sovereignty must jealously catlSe and secure, as well as limit, every act of the
agent, in our estimation reduces God from his position as
a sovereign to the predicament of a mechanist. He i8 no
longer king of free beings, but a mover of automatonL
The highest glory of God as a divine sovereign consists,
as we conceive, in his giving the fullest permission for
the freest range of responsible agency, though it sweep
the scope of half the universe; and yet so taking the wise
in their own craftiness, and over-mastering the mighty in
their might, as to accomplish all his own grand designs, and
produce the best and most glorious possible of ultimate
results.
DIVINE PRESCIENCE AND PREDETERMINATIONS.

God we hold to be not only omnipotent but omniscient;
and of this omniscience/orek7lotDledge is a particular phase.
We hold that God knows or foreknows all contingencies,
possibilities, and real events in the future. God's predeterminations are acts; and inasmuch as God, with all his attributes, must precede his actions, just as all cause mnat
precede its effect, so God's foreknowledge must precede bis
predeterminations. Yet as both these - his foreknowledge
and his predeterminations - are viewed as in lOme SeD8e
eternal, 80 the priority of knowledge to act must be, perbeps,
viewed as a priority in nature, rather than in time. Sir
William Hamilton's doctrine of the unknowableness of tbe
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infinite must here, perhaps, be so far accepted as to incline
111 to acknowledge that we discern truth, not as it is in itself,
bot troth as it appears to U8. Be it a contradiction or no~
the eternal cause must, to our conception, in the order of
nature precede the etemal effect; that is, God as foreknowiog must be viewed as preceding God as predetermining.
All the acts of God, even his predeterminations, we view as
perfectly free; just as truly free as the freest actions of any
.nt in the universe. And, holding that the knowledge of
free action does not impede tbeir freedom, so we hold that
God's foreknowledge of his own free actions, including his
own predeterminations, does not impede their freedom.
The proposition that" God foreordain' whatsoever comes
to pau," taken in its natural and what we have supposed
it. historical meaning, and its fun extent, we are compelled
to reject, both (rom our antecedent views of homan responBible freedom, and because, taken in that same proper sense
and extent, it seems to us, in spite of every effort at avoidIDee, to amount to tbe proposition that God is the author of
. . To foreordain a thing or act seems to us to be a divine
volition, caOBatively fixing and determining that thing or
act, rendering it thereby fixed and necessary. To foreonlain, also, has its positive and negative side. It seems to
fix positively that the act shalJ be thus and so, and to exclude negatively tbe possibility of its being otherwise than
thus or 80; and thus, limiting the act to one sole result, excludes liberty, and 80 responsibility, from existence. Again,
to joretW'do.iJa em act seems to os to be the same as intentionally to will tbatactj and if the act be a sin, the most and
the worst that we can say of the human sinner himself is,
tbat be intentionally wills the sinful act j and thereby we
appear obliged to affirm of God that he is as truly the
author of sin as the sinner. The difference between the
two appears to os to lie, not in the reality of the intentional
volition, tbat is, the authorship, but in the number of the
intermediate media throogh which the cau,ation is transmitted, which is a difference no way affecting the chargeableDe88 of the authorship.
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Desirous to avoid these consequences, we would rather
say that God's foreordinations, or rather predeterminations,
are to be limited to hil OtDfl actl. Supposing that in the infinitely distant anterior period of "timelessneBs," God is
employed in selecting from all poesible systems that which
his wisdom best approves, the system which he is to be
viewed as finally adopting is II ,y,tem cowling praperly atad
directly of hil 0tDfI future actions. Knowing, indeed, by the
absolute perfection of his own attribute of omnilK'.ience all
future possibilities, including all possible results from any
supposed arrangements, God doeR, in full foreknowledge of
all results in the case, 80 plan all hil 0tDfI actions and counes
as seems to him wisest and best. So far forth as sequently
upon any act or course of God any free being will sin, for
that sin the free being, being fully able to avoid it, and bringing it unnecessarily into existence, .is alone responsible.
He alone has intruded it into existence. God neither predetermined, foreordained, willed, nor desired it. God's predeterminations of hi' OtDfl future action, or courses of action,
are t.o be considered as 80 far contingent, as that their execution or coming into existence is conditioned upon the coming into existence of many presupposed free actions of
finite agents, which are able not to be put forth. Yet, nevertheless, inasmuch as God's omniscience does truly and
fully foresee the free volition which will actually be put
forth, there iI fit) proper dar&ger that God will be deceived is
the perfect wi,dom of Ail plau, or be fnutrated " cmy of ItU
actual purpo,e,. .
Whetller there are not many theologians at the preaent
time, who use the terms predeltinatiml and foreordiMtiut&,
and hold themselves to believe in the doctrines properly
designated by those terms, who yet do so define these tenns
as to make their views nearly or quite coincide with the
above statements, is more than the writer of this Article is
able to say. We trust that such is the fact; and our objections then would be mainly verbal, lying against the
propriety and clearness of the terms and the pbraseology
used. Let us hope that mutual explanation will be productive of increased agreement.
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FOREKNOWLEDGE.

It. might at first appear fair to say, that the reconciliation
of foreknowledge with free agency is the difficulty of our
theology. Yet there seems to be a great difference, of
which a theology ought to avail itself, between the admi ion of imple foreknowledge and the additional admission of prede tination. 1f the term predestination has any
proper significance, it implies a strict causative relation between the long past prede tinating act and the predestined
event. If it becomes anything less than this, it becomes
imply p'rereco{fl1ition, with non-prevention in view of some
collateral good j which i ,properly speaking, foreknowledge.
The (rue distinction, in fact, between foreknowledge and
prede tination is, that the former simply cognizes the act
which another cau c will put fo rth, while the latter causatively determines its putting forth, purposely excluding, by
necessitative limitation, any other act instead. God may
be !!upposed to fm'esee the act because the agent will put it
forth ; but God cannot properly be said to predestinate the
action because the agent will put it forth; on the other
hand, the agent must perform the act because it is predestinated. The act of the agent cannot properly be free, becau!'e it is antecedently limited an d determined.
Our views of the reconcilement of foreknowledge with
free-agency may, ill brief, be represented in the following
paragrapb :
1. The utmost doctrine of free-will does not require us to
deny that there is some olle way, a nd no other, in which all
free volitions will be put forth. T he infinite number of free
volitions, singly and coUectively, while put forth with full
power otherwise, will be put forth in some one way, and no
otber. We have, then, only to affirm that, some .how or
other, we know Dot how, this one infinite series of volitions, put forth with full power otherwi~e, is perfectly foreknown by God. That i , the volitions are perfectly free,
yet completely foreknown.
2. From this, it follows that it is perfectly just and true
that an agent can do otherwise than the way that God knows
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he will do; and yet it is not true that God can be deceived.
The first is true; for if the foreknown act be that one act
put forth with full counter power, then, by the very supposition, there is full power to perform an act different from
the one foreknown. The second is not true; for, by the
very supposition, the act which will be put fortb, wbichever
that is, is the one perfectly and truly foreknown. God's
foreknowledge, then, is sure of verification.
3. Foreknowledge does not cause the Cree act to be unfree.
In conception, we first posit the free act; namely, tbe act
as free as if there were no foreknowledge, or as if there
were no God. Tbis conception is, in itself, perfectly p088ible. Then, for that intrinsically free act to be foreknown,
does not cause it to be unfree, nor in any way affect its
intrinsic nature. Foreknowledge is not the cause of the
free act; properly speaki~g, tbe particularity of the free act
is the cause of the particularity of the anterior knowledge.
4. Nor does foreknowledge prove the act to be unfree. For,
by the very supposition, the act put forth with diverse power,
is the act foreknown. How the Deity came in possession
of tbat power, we are, indeed, neither able nor bound to
say; no more than we a.re bound to say bow God came in
possession of bis self-existence.
To the Edwardean argument, that the fixedne88 of the
eternally past effect, namely, foreknowledge, proves the
necessitative character of the cause, namely, the act, we
have our reply. That cause is, for instance, now transpiring, - a free volition, put fortb with free counter power.
That act, as cause, reflects its effectuation into the anterior
eternity, and into God's etern~ foreknowledge, there reproducing, in idea, just its own actual nature. Tbe fixedness
or immutability of that foreknowledge proves notbing; for
the very supposition is that God's knowledge bas the right
act in pORsession (namely, the act whicb will, in full posse&sion of power for other act, be truly put forth), and no
other. But if the right act be in the divine eternal anterior
knowledge, what need of any change or mutability? If
it has the right act, that foreknowledge is bound to be
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fixed and unchanging in its rightness. But, as before
shown, this makes no difference in the intrinsic nature oC
the act.
DOCTRINE OF SIN AND GUILT.

Sin is, according to John, anomia, or dil'conformity to the
law; and the term, therefore, though primarily applicable to
actual trangre!1sion, is nevertheless used, both in theology
and scripture, to designate a moral state or condition of
being. Should, however, a being be placed in such a state
otherwise than by his own free act, with full power of acting otherwise, for such a state we hold that he could not
be strictly responsible, or, with absolute justice, punishable.
In such a being there would be evil, moral evil, sin, but not
responsibility, or oesert of penalty. Should such a state of .
being be brought about by the agent's own free act, the responsibility would, we think, exist in full force; or, should
the free being in such a state, possessed of full power to
act otherwise, nevertheless sanction and appropriate to himself his depraved condition, making it the controlling power
of his life, he thereby contracts the responsibility. Such a
depraved state, in our view, has never been produced in any
being by God, but always by free secondary agents. All
responsible sin, therefore, whether of action or condition,
arises from the action of free finite beings, in disconformity
to the law, and in abuse of their free agency.
Sin, therefore, being produced, not by the infinite, but by
the finite agent, can claim, in our view, no origination, ratification, or sanction from God. He neither willed it, ordained it, determined it, ordered it, located it, nor approvingly permitted it. He chose, indeed, that !1ystem of his own
actions into which he knew that others would obtrude sin.
The free agency by which it is produced, is itself, as a
quality created by him, sublimely excellent; and is so created on account of its superior excellency and vast superiority over a !1ystem of inanimate beings or necessitated agents.
But as a system of free agents would be superior to a system of necessitated agents, !10 the system of free agents
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who would Creely choose to be perfectly holy, would, we
hold, doubtless be superior to a system of sinful free agents.
Sin, therefore, actual and real, ~an be considered as no benent to the government of God. It is evil in nature and
evil in effect. Nor does God need sin in order to the production of the highest and best results. Where the sin
will, however, be freely committed, God does place sequences of particular good, which would not take place but
for that antecedent sin i although without the sin he might
secure some still higher good. He often makes a particnlar
good the sequent of a particular sin, which, did not that sin
exist, would be by him effectuated from some otht>r antecedent. In the present system, also, a particular sin, as, for
instance, the sin of Adam, may be the condition absolutely
requisite to the possibility of a particular highest good in
the now existing system i which highest good may be the
most exalted theme of angelic anthems i yet all this does
not preclude the fact, that, were there no sin in the universe, a still more glorious, as well as a more happy, condition of things might exist.
The act of the will, put forth with full power otherwise,
in intentional disconformity to the law, is actual or actioMl
sin. The resultant ethical quality of condemnobility, which
our moral sense sees as inhering in the personality of the
agent in consequence of the commission of such sin, we
call guiU. And as the moral sense can see this guilt solely
in the personality of the committing agent, it is impossible
for this guilt to be transferred to another personality. Correlative to this guiU, the moral sense sees inhering in the
person of the guilty a de,ert of jut pIlnUhment. These
correlations are fundamental and axiomatic. Punishment,
therefore, is no more transferable, literally, than guiIl.
Neither is any more· transferable than is a past act personally
performed by one agent transferable to another agent
When, therefore, an innocent man is said to suffer in the
stead of a guilty man, it is only in figurative conception
that the guilt and punishment of the goilty are attributed
or imputed to the innocent man i the literal fact is, that the
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inoocent man is still innocetat, and the endurance by the
inoocent is simply .ujferlng, but not literally, to him, pun-

iWatnL
THE FALL AND DEPRAVATION OF MAN.

In the primordial man, Adam, as in every primordial
progenitor, a whole posterity is conceptually enfolded. As
in the acorn is enclosed, not only the oak, but a whole
descending lineage of oaks, so in our first parent was enclosed a whole system of diverging lineages embracing a
mee. As his primordial nature shall stand higher or lower,
10 sball the deduced nature of that race be higher or lower.
Under this fundamental law, extended through the whole
generative system of creation, and based upon re"son8 of
the bigheost wisdom, man, with his fellow races, animal and
vegetable, is placed on earth. That law, that self-limiting
law, God cannot wisely change. Upon the first man he
bestows a nature of transcendental excellence, yet with a
tree and plastic power of self-degradation by sin. As man
Btaods or falls, he stands or falls in his typical character j
and his whole race, under the universal lineal Jaw, must
bear the same physical, intellectual, and moral type. And
with this natural law corresponds the theodicic arrangement. Under the same moral and judicial conditions in
wbich man places himself, must, as we believe, his posterity,
if born, be born.
Historically, man, by sin, places himself under conditions
of depravation, including the threefold death - corporeal,
moral, eternal.
The individual, Adam, is shut off from the tree of life;
and is thus, perhaps, left to a natural mortality, through the
decay and disintegration of his physical system. His sin
baa excluded the Holy Spirit; and thus the love of God can
DO longeor be a motive oi action, and the main source of
spiritual light and knowledge is lost, and the vacillating will
is so weakened, that it no longer firmly holds to the right.
Tbis state of things is not caused by the act of the infinite
will, but is the result produced by the lawleslJ action of the
VOL. XIX. No. 74.
22
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finite will. By his own free act, Adam has excluded from
himself those conditions by which the love of God could be
his motive of action, and, therefore, has rendered holy actioa
an impo8Sibility to himself. He is, indeed, perhaps, still in
every respect intrinsically and organically a free agent. Yet,
inasmuch as holy action is placed beyond bis reach, he is DO
longer objectively free to holiness and right, and is unable to
do that which is pleasing in the sight of God. He is,
therefore, under sentence of temporal, monl, and eternal
death.
Under these conditions, shall he bring a posterity into
existence? He can bring them into existence, by the laws
of nature, only with his own character, and, apparently, to
his own destiny. For, conceptoally, as above stated, bie
whole race are seminally existent in him. The sentence of
condemnation is addressed to him individually, indeed, yet
to bim, containing his whole race within himself. Shall
the individuals of that race, by the prosecution of the natural generative law, be brought by him into personal edatence? Man, then, by a second procedure, would consummate the terrible evil of his first procedure. He, under the
fundamental laws, in the prosecution of second causes,
would plunge a race in endless misery, fl6turally resulting
from his unholy procedures. There are but two methods,
that we can conceive, of arresting man in his full course of
evil-doing. By the first method, the full force of the sentence may be executed and exhausted upon himself, by the
infliction of temporal, spiritual, and eternal death immediately interposed, previous to the production of offspring.
God's veracity is thus sustained, and the evil of sin is manifested by the abortion of the race. By the second method,
a redemptive system may be interposed, by which, on the
continued basis of free agency and probation, man, the
whole race, or that part of the race which attains the end
of its probation, may be restored to even, perhaps, a higher
glory than the Adamic race could have attained.
Tbat the sentence would have received its foil literal
execution in the person of Adam, precluding aetna} pol-
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terity, we infer from a contemplation of the supposable
condition of the race as brought by Adam into natural
existence in bis own moral position: 1. The moral death
includes in its idea the exclusion of any possible fulfilment
of tbe moral law from the agent's rea~h. True, then, to
our axiomatic foundation, we firmly deny that he could be
justly responsible and liable to its penalties. Born under
the law, the law has a right to measure his moral character,
and affirm his MIOmia, that is, his disconformity to the law,
both in action and in moral condition; but the moment the
lawaitempts to inflict the penalty, the rightfulness of its
own action is by itself condemned. Nor can this difficult.y
be removed, as we conceive, by any natural or moral ability
supposable in the case. All natural ability is under control
of the volitions; the volitions are under control of the inclinations; and thOle inclinations are controlled by necessitating causations. There is no imaginable ability, therefore,
which relieves the agent from an adamantine necessity,
enclosing him as tightly within his moral evil as a fossil
reptile is imbedded in the solid rock. The agent, therefore,
as tried by the Jaw, is evil, - morally evil; and as aU anomia
is nn, his nature and his actions are n1tful; and yet he is
not responsible, 01' justly liable to penalty. 2. Corporeal
death, if it does not preclude birth, includes the idea of disease, decay, and mortality during a temporary life. As a
mere nature, this may be justifiable, under a law of compensation; but, as a judicial penalty, we have before shown
that the law has none it can inflict. 3. Eternal death would,
of course, follow, from the very immortality of his nature,
being an immortality of evil- moral death perpetuated. As
a natural process, this cannot be justified; for the evil is
too great for compensation; still less can it be justified
judicially, for still less has the law a penalty it can inflict.
It i, this state of condemnation by the law of a race and
nature born under the law, whi~h requires the legal fiction
of imputation to render penalty a nameable thing. Conceptually aJont'!, not literally or truly, can. man, in this condition, be said to be guilty, and liable to the judicial penalty
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of death, temporal or eternal. It may, at first sight, seem
strange, that the divine, like the human law, @hould deal in
legal fiction. But it is no more strange than true. part/ml
itself involves a legal fiction. Justification, by a legal fiction, supposes its subject to be innocent, and free from the
penalty, and treats him as such who is guilty, and justly
liable to the penalty. Justification and imputation are
antithetic fictions. The former of mercy, the latter of severity; the former, seeing innocence where there is guilt;
the latter, if not seeing guilt where there is innocence, certainly seeing guilt where there is irresponsibility. That fiction,88 a basis of penalty, if the race without the atonement were not merely hypothetical, would be a most serious
matter, an irreparable injustice in the government of God.
Its tme use is not fuUy understood until, subsequently· to the
redemption, it is introduced to illustrate, by its antithesis of
imputed guilt, the principle of imputed innocence under
the Redeemer.
THB

REDEMPTION.

The introduction of the Redeemer, sequently upon the
faU of man, was not a divine afterthought. By a divine
predetermination, conditioned upon that foreseen apostasy,
Christ was the Lamb slain from before the foundation of
the world. In view of the compensations by it afforded,
expre88ioDs of deeper severity towards sin are made, than
otherwise would have taken place. A Redeemer is introdu('.ed, who, by a death of infinitely more value than that
of Adam and all his race, is entitled to take humanity into
his guardianship, and measure out mercy and jUlltice according to the laws of a wise probation: 1. In view of the
future atonement, the natural continuity of the human race
remains uninterrupted, and a basis is thus afforded for a
new system. 2. In view of that same atonement, the Holy
Spirit is restored, whereby motives in the direction of spiritual realities may become grounds of action, and their
proper improvement may lead to justification and regeneration. Man does not thereby receive any new faculty. He
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is not even organically 1II4de to be a free agent; (or he
never ceased to be such; only spiritual things, and the possibility of pleasing God, are again 1w00000ht toitIIin the reach
of his free agency. Nor is the Holy Spirit, nor any other infiuence, normally so brought to bear upon his free agency as
to be irresistible, or seCIWed to be ufWesisted; since that would
be to overwhelm his free agency on the other side. To
afford him such aids as render him able to accept salvation
without overcoming .his ability to reject it, probationarily
leaving the decision to his own free will, is the precise law
by which the dealings of God with him are now governed.
3. Though, both in the matter of temporal and eternal
death, man still remains under liability, 80 that, by rejection
of the Redeemer, be may come under full execution of the
primal sentence, yet by the proper exe~ise of his free will,
aided by the Spirit graciously bestowed, in accepting and
obeying the Redeemer, he may finally attain a glory through
Christ, greater, perhaps, than he lost through Adam.
For a created inclination, necessitated in its character,
bad though it be, - morally bad, discon(ormed to the law,
-we are, as before intimated, utterly irrellponsible. It may
rightfully be called sin, (or all anomia IS sin; and the man
is a sinner, but not a responsible sioner, since for any
other than sin there is no power. This arises from our
rejection of the maxim, that the law takes no cognizance
of the way in which we became possessed of our evil; and
our affirmation of the axiom that power for the contrary
must underlie all responsible action. On the other hand,
inclinations conformed to the law, created necessitatedly
within us, without any power of modification in our will,
are truly excellent, morally excellent, innocent, and in all
these senses, perhaps, properly called holy; yet, they afford
no moral desert. They are loveable, but not strictly rewardable. It is not, then, until there is redemptively con:
[erred upon man what we call a graciotu ability for the
right, that man can strictly be responsible for the wrong.
With this inauguration, therefore, upon the redemptive
basis, responsibility, and a true and just divine government
22-
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become possible. Under the redemptive system, the man is
born into the world, from Adam, a depraved being. It is
as a depraved being that he becomes an Ego. But instantly
after, in the order of nature, he is met by the provisions of
the atonement. If he is not thereby immediately, unconditionally justified and regenerated,l his death before the
commission of actual sin would place him out of the category of condemnation. He is held guiltIe88 until the moment of his responsible agency arrive8, and personal 8in has
subjected him to the personal penalty of the law; and then
the forfeiture of the justifying and regenerating infiue-nees
of the atonement, 80 far forth as they may be admitted to
exist, has brought him into complete responsibility for hiB
1 h is not clear to the prel8nt writer that there is in oar dleolOl'1 auy utlaoritative and ancontradicted deciaioa of the qUe8tioa of the actaal statu, iD all
respects, of the infant ander the atonement. Tbat the dying infant is saved,
and laved by the atonement, we all agree. Bat biB preclaecondilion, u afFected
by tbe atonement, wbile a living inraat, seem. to be a IOmewhat aadecided
matter. Probably a 1arge majority or the Metbodist Episcopal Charcb haft, for
lOme time put, beld, witboat much discnllion, that the living infant wu botb
unjustified and unregeaerate, and yet upon his death he obtaiaed both bleuings.
This malting death the coadition or j1l8tiflcation and regeneration appears to
many hardly logical, and not witbout duger. Mr. Wesley'. earlier expreaaions
of opinion indicated a bolding of the churchly doctrine of baptilmal regeneration
ia infancy. Bia later ladicationl of opinloa indicate that be held all inranta to
be members of the kingdom of beaven; and be a1Bo held that regeneration is a
coaditioa to membership ia the kingdom of beaven i bat be doea not expresslT
draw the inference that all lofaall are regenerate. Fletcber maiataiaed the
doctrine both of infant jaltification and regeneration. Dr. Fisk held to Infant
j1l8tiflcation. Our baptismal eeryice first declares, in ita Scripture lesson, of
infauta, that "of anch il the kingdom of God .. l ud ye& declares II that nODe
can enter into the kingdom of God anl_ he bo regenerate." Blit neither here
is the inference expreslly drawn. The Bllbject il a matter of calm diacallion.
and perhapa the number of thol8 holding the doctrine of infaat regeneration has
decidedly increased. This doea not afFect the qaeslion or depravity through
Adam; lince the maintainers of infaDt regeneration fully affirm tbat the individual becomes a complete living person depravedly &ad in Adam; and that the
efFects of the atonement to jllltify and regeaerate are, in the order of nature,
immediately sabsequent to the completed perIOual existence l Dor doeA regeneratiOn in the iarant, uy more than in the adalt, completely aboliah the old orpDic
nature, 10 bat that propenlities to evil, and 'all power of complete apoeluT, permanently remain. Yet they hold that apiritaal calture may, evea before the
moment of fnll retponaible age, develop the lpiritllal powers l for the child maT
pus the line of reapoQlibili'1an erring and (eeble, yet tnl, regeaerate, Chriadan.
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Adamic depravity, wbicb is now fully sanctioned, and
appropriated into his own voluntary course of action.
So far as we can see, these 8tatements present the alltithesis between our los8 through Adam, and our gain
through Christ, in full accordance with its presentation by
Paul in the fifth chapter of Romans. By the 8in of the
former, we incur death and judgment unto condemnation,
and are made sinners. By the righteousne88 of the latter,
we receive life and justification, are made righteous, attaining a grace much more abundant than the previous 8in.
And inasmuch as we are made sinners antecedently to the
atonement, without the power of being other than sinners,
we can be held in that ca8e as responsible sinners only by
a conceptual imputation of sin. Under the atonement,
that conceptual imputation i8 continued only a8 the logical
antithesis to the conceptual imputation of righteousness to
the guilty through the atoning righteousne8s of Christ.
RIGHTEOUSNE88

AND

GRACE

IN

THE

REDEMPTION.

In regard to parts, if not the whole, of the provisions of
the redemption, a8 thus 8tated, it will be said that they are
but provisions of justice and not of grace. If powers were
nece8sary in order to the fulfilment of requirements, God
was bound, in righteousness, to grant them; and, in justice,
could not withhold them; and they are therefore not gracious. Nevertheless, we hold that such provisions are none
the less by grace because by righteousnes8.. Benevolence i8
the goodness of God exhibited in nature; grace is the goodness of God exhibited in redemption. And as God could
not be justified in the works of nature without appealing
to the proofll of benevolence, it might be lIaid that" God is
bound to furnish that benevolence; and it is therefore no
benevolence, but mere righteousness." Nevertheless, it is
none the less benevolence because necessary to justify God's
righteousness. The righteousness and the grace are but
different view8 of the 8ame thing.
Thu8 it may be said tbat, if God required the exerci8e
of a moral ability, he was bound to grant such ability; it
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is, therefore, properly not called a gracioUl abUity. It might
as tmly be argued, that if God require us to obey the Mediator, he is obligated to furnish the Mediator. H he
require faith in the atonement, he is bound to furnilSh the
atonement; if he require us to follow the guidance of the
Holy Spirit, he is bound to furnish the Holy Spirit; 80
that none of these girtH are gracious, and grace is excluded
from the redemption. With equal ~mth it might be said
that because God requires us to sen·e him with all our
natural endowments, existence, life, facultiea, and advaotages, therefore none of these are by benevolence, but by
debt. Hereby grace is banished from redemption, and
benevolence from nature. Every endowment that mD
receives, by nature or redemption, even though it be the
basis of a duty and a requirement, is none the less a gratuity. God gives the grace, and imposes the requirement,
because it is a grace i nor does the requirement abolish the
grace.
NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE ATONEMENT.

'

Christ as truly died as a substitute for the sinner as
. Damon could have died as a substitute for Pythias. Yet
to make the parallel complete, Damon should so die for
Pythias, al! that, unless Pythias should accept the substitution of Damon in all its conditions, he should Dot receive
its benefits, and Damon's death should be for him io vain;
Pythias may be as rightfully executed as if Damon had not
died. If the sinner accept not the atonement, but deny
the Lord that bought him, Christ has died for bim in vain ;
he perishes, for whom Christ died. H the whole human
race were to reject the atonement, the atonement would be
a demonstration of the righteousness and goodness of God.
but would be productive of aggravation of human guilt,
rather than of salvation from it. The imputation of the
sin of man, or his pUllishment, to Christ, is but a popular
conception, justifiable, if understood as only conceptual;
just as we might say that the crime of Pythias w.as imputed
t.o Damon, in order that we also might be able to 88.y tbat
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Damon was p""i6Aed instead of Pythias. In strictness of
language and thought, neith£'r crime, guilt, nor punishment
is personally transferable.
Cbrist died for all men, and for every man, and for no one
mao more than for another. The personal, voluntary receptioll of the atonement, in its full conditions, by the sinner himself, constitutes the difference between one man and another
in the obtainment of its benefits. A fountain stands for the
entire inhabitants of a town, for one man no more than for
auother; and the personal dra\\ing and drinking of the water
may constitute the only difference in the enjoyment of its
benefits. The atonement itself is universal and irrespective;
the personal appropriation, by which the individual sinner
secnres his share of its benefits, is in each case particular.
JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH.

The method by which the sinner appropriates a share of
tbe benefits of the atonement personally to himself, is comprehensively said to be by faitA. By the works of the law,
that is, by a Christless morality, can no flesh be justified.
The law finds os in sin and in depravity, made responsible
by volitional action, and reveals our sin unto us. When
ita perfectness is comprehended, all hopes of meeting its
full demands must die within us. We can, therefore, only
hope for salvation by the acceptance of the offered atonement for past sins and future short-comings.
'l'befaitl UJAicAjll8tijie" implies the belief olthe int£'llect,
the accord of the affections, and the submissive acceptance
by the will. By this entire act of the whole soul, the
linner sorrenders himself to Christ for salvation. The aineerity of tbis faith implies the full renunciation of sin by
repentance, and the full self-commitment to obedi£'nce to
Christ This act of the sinner is accepted of God, and is
imputed to him for righteousness. By the law of the reodemptive kingdom, he stands justified before God for all
his sins past; the record of condemnation is blotted out,
and his name is enrolled in the Lamb's book of life. In
accordance with the conditions of the atonement, the Holy
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Spirit is now imparted unto him, not merely in its convicting, but in its witnessing, enlightening, strengthening, aad
sanctifying power.
This faith, by the ordinary laws of mind, is preceded by
normal preparatories, viz. by the ordinary gracious ability
bestowed through the atonement, by perception and -reception of truth, by conaeientious feeling, by exercise of reason,
by prayer to God, by realiza.tion of sin, by successive stages
of preparatory faith in the revelations of the law and the
gospel Repentance towards God precedes the act of justifying faith in Jesus Cbrist~ '!'he immediaU performance of
tl&iI whole tlXWk is in one sense requirable of the sinner,
since the law demands his punishment for past sins, and
the wrath of God abides upon him, until the moment of
his justification. His inability instantaneously to perform
the whole work required is self-superinduced by his past
sinful life, and is, therefore, not excusatory. Yet it is not
in accordance with the laws of mind to expect, or to teaoh,
that the whole plOce88 actually can be instantaneously
accomplished.
The gracious intlnences of the Spirit ever precede om
action, working within us both to will and to do, and is
ever graciously given more abundalltly upon our action; 80
that in attaining justifying grace, God and man previously
co-operate.
Though the conmcmag intluences of the Spirit are oiben,
for a time, to a degree irresistible, measurably awakening
the conscience and convincing the reason, in spite of our
resistance, yet neither is the intluence that results in saving
faith, nor the saving grace which follows, properly irresistible
by the will. J nstifying faith is voluntary and free. The
lIOul is normally able to withhold it; nor is the operation
of the Spirit such as neceBBitativeJy to secure it.
We are not saved by the merit of faith. Faith may
indef!d be considered in one sense as a ,Doric, a good work,
a right work, the rightest work which, in the case, tbe
sinner can perform. It has in itself the same sort of good
or ethical merit, as we ascribe to every act which in
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given place is morally right. The COARary aot would
morally wrong. And it is because of the meetneae and
lical fitness and moral rightness in the case, that faith
selected as the proper medium of reconciliation and
,.,ptance. Yet the value of tAil failla iI tlDl Iac4 tJI tAat
fIte1'it. tlte lGlvatioJl sequently bestowed upon it. AI>ilCtly, God migbt rightfully drop the being into nonsteDce at the instant of ita accomplished faith. The
ner has presented no equivalent for the salvation he
eives, and he is trnly saved by the free and aboundiDg
Ice of God.
We do not bold that it is necessary, in order to the
~iou.ne88 of our justification, that the faith should be
istIessly secured by the previous operation of God. Nor
it Deceasary for the graciousness of this salvation, that
I act of faith should, by the natural laws of mind, be
lUred by the antecedent operation necessitatively, &8 the
,e nt of the intellect is eecured by a mathematical demstration. For even thoee who hold to thilJ necessitative
:urement believe that all right acts of the will are secured
the same way, so that by their own view there is as
Icb moral merit in the act of accepting faith 88 in any
ler right, free-volitional act. The difference between us
'e lies, not in the meritoriousness we are bound to ascribe
tbe accepting act of the will, but in our views of the
,ure of the freedom of the will itself. By our views of
I freedom of the wiU, it is necessary to tbe responsibility
moral good desert of an act, and of this as of all other
8, that it should be performed with full power of otber
.ion instead. And when thilJ act is performed in the possion of such power, we are no more obliged to ascribe
I great salvation, of which it is the condition, to the merit
the act, than our brethren opposed are obliged to ascribe
I Balvation to the merit of the necessitated act.
POSSIBILITY OJ' Ap08TACT.

[n full cousistency with that doctrine of human freedom
:l respoDsibility which pervades our theology, we main-
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tain that, inasmuch as we were free in first performing the
conditions of salvation, so we are free in tbe continuance
or cessation of their performance. The volition by wbich
we accepted the terms, we could have witbbpJd; neither
our probation nor our freedom on that test-point has ceased
at our conversion. Amid the temptations, t.he unbeliefs,
and the backslidings of life, the test-question may again
and again recnr, whether we shall hold fast our first faith ;
and there still exists the same freedom for decision for
either alternative. The different views of our two theologies on this point are truly logical corrollaries from tbeir
antecedent views of free agellcy and responsibility. H
it be consistent with free probation that God not only
require the consent of our will for justification, but also
causatively to secure it, that same causative securement
must also necessitate our per.evering volition. But it;
seems t.o us a perfect contradiction of probation and of the
freedom for the act to be absolutely secured.
We affirm, indeed, that God grants full enabling grace to
persevere. He protects us so that none can snatch us from
our Father'tS hand, nor separate us from the love of God;
he keeps, supports, and guardtS; he confirms us when we
are strong, and raisel! us when we are fallen; but he per·
forms all this for us, not as thing., but as agenU from wbom
the consenting accordance and co-operation are condition·
ally presumed, both in the promise and performance of all
these preserving acts of grace. After all these gracious
aids on the part of God, there still remains, by the very
nature of free agency, an ultimate element of .elflwod,
which alternatively decides whether or not that grace shall
be in vain. That free selfbood intrinsically remains, how·
ever it may sometimes objectively be circumscribed, through
the entire existt>:nce of the self.
Promises, no doubt there are, in abundance, in the word
of God, which are verbally in unconditioned form. Yet
the law of conditionality, belonging, as it does, to the g0spel terms of salvation, is ever to be held as implied. Were
that all.pervading law of conditionalit1l but once clearly ex·
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pressed for all, it would be unreaeonable to expect. that it
should be slavishly inserted, and neVf:r implied or assumed
in any verbal form of the promise. Much more, when that
conditionality is abundantly and explicitly declared, are we
bound to hold it as implied in those passages where God
engages faithfully to perform the divine side of the gracious
covenant.
REGENERATION.

We have said that, consequent upon our justification, the
Holy Spirit is imparted unto us no longer in its mere convicting power, but in its enlightening, quickening energy;
giving us not, iudeed, a new organic faculty, but the power
and disposition, with our existing faculties, freely to love God
with all our heart, and our neighbor as ourself. This is regeneration. Though always concomitant with justification,
it is in the order of nature consequent. So truly new is
this gift by the Holy Spirit, so new and powerful are the
views, feeling, purposes of the man, that it is said he is a
new creature i that all things with him are made new i that
he is born anew, born of God, regenerated. He is now a
child of God - a member of the justified family of God.
We thus hold that regeneration succeeds justification. It
is the unregenerate, who is first convinced of sin by the
Holy Spirit, who considers upon his wicked ways, and
seeks repentance, who examines the law of God, and the
Gospel of Christ, in order to learn the method of escaping
the wrath to come, who bows in penitent prayer for the
continuing guidance of the Holy Spirit in order to the accomplishment of the work, and who does at successive
points receive, in consequence of these his preparatory doings, the gracious aid of God. To the question, can these
actions oC the unregenerate man be holy, and so acceptable
to God, we seem to ourselves to have abundant answer.
They are not holy in the absolute sense of the word; and
yet in their place they are acceptable and accepted by God,
as by him prescribf:d to the man in his case. As the first
step oC the prodigal son, though performed in the land oC his
VOL. XIX. No. 74.
23
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profligacy, at a moment when he should be in his father's
house, was the rightest he could in the case perform, was
the necessary condition to his return, so that act of the
prodigal was accepted, even before the prodigal himself was
accepted. It is not necessary that an act be absolutely holy
in ordcr to God's bestowing upon it a relative approbatioll.
God can confer an imputative holiness, even upon the utensils of the temple. In the substance and in the organism
of man God recognizes, because there exists, notwithstanding its pravity, a sublime excellence, both of substance and
structure.. Man's immortality and high moral being, intellect, affections, conscience, and will, with his power of realizing eternity, retain him, fallen as hc is, at the head of
God's lower creation. Though the gold be totally dim,
God cognizes the preciousness of its substance. Even
while dead in trespasses and sins, his holiness permits him
to love us, and he still knows how to accept us. And
when, by the aid of the Holy Spirit, man before repentance
performs works meet for repentance, and before justifying
faith, exercises faith preparatory to justification, God conventionally accepts those works and faith, so far as they
go, before he fully accepts the man; and when, by the enabling aid of the Holy Spirit, he performs before acceptance
the faith conditional to acceptance, God justifies him,"justifies the ungodly." Unless the sinner can perform preparatory and conducive acts to regeneration, if all actions
are wicked, and equally wicked, and equally unacceptable
to God, then we see not how a sinner can take any course
towards regeneration and salvation. The whole work appears arbitrary and unconditioned, and the bewildered SiDner has only to sit and wait the sovereign grace.
Regeneration is the act of God. It presupposes conditions previously performed by the man; but in the work
itself, God is the doer, and man the submissive recipient. It
presupposes anterior justification, and the performance, by
the free will of the sinner, of all the conditions requisite to
the work. The Holy Spirit aids in those conditioned acts,
but, except, perhaps, at particular points, never necessitates.
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The sinner acts as a free, responsible agent, and his free
agency, so far forth as it exi!lts and extends, excludes necessitation or predestination as its contradictory. Upon the
decision and choice of the man as a free agent, it ultimately
depends whether the condition be performed and salvation
attained, or rejected and eternal death incurred. This is the
great alternative point of man's free probation. From his
own essential and central self is the decision most freely
made; upon his own central and essential self must the
eternal responsibility rest. And, hereby, though man be •
condemned, God shall be justified.
WITNESS OF THE SPIRIT.

Where God performs directly the work of justification
and of regeneration, is it not to be expected that he will as
directly give notice of so wonderful a mercy? And this
thought suggests the rea!lonableness of the doctrine of the
witness of the Spirit, directly testifying to us that we are
born of God.
The witness of our own spirit is that self-judgment which
we are rationally able to pronounce, in the light of consciousness and scripture, that we are the children of God.
This is a logical inference, drawn from the .fruits we find,
by self. examination, in our minds and external conduct.
But besides this, is there not felt in every deep religious
experience, a simple, firm assurance, like an intuition, by
which we are made to feel calmly certain that all is blessedly right between God and our own soul? Does not this
assurance seem to come into the heart as from some outer
source? Doe!! it not come as in answer to prayer, and in
direction, as if from him to whom we pray? Scripture
surely makes the assuring and wit.nessing act of the Spirit
to be as immediate and direct as the justifying or regenerating acts. Hereby, then, we have the witness of Goers Spirit,
concurrent with the witness of our own spirit, testifying to
the work of our regeneration. "The Spirit itself beareth
witness with our spirit that we are the children of God."
Rom. viii., 16.
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ELECTION AND REPROBATION.

All God's choices are electionB. Some of these elections
are unconditional; namely, all his predeterminations in
regard to material, non-volitional objects, the absolote disposing of which violates no free agency in the exercise of
responsible volition. Bot there is ailio a class of conditional
elections or predeterminations by God, which are so far contingent, as that they are conditioned upon the actual performance of certain free acts by the finite agent as foreseen.
• Tholle free acts, required by God as conditions to this election, are by divine grace placed in the power of every responsible agent, so that the primary reason why any are not
elected is, that they do not exercise their power of meeting
those conditions. And since every responsible agent has the
power to make his own calling and election lOure, and every
elect person has full power to reject the conditions, so it is not
true that the number of the elect can be neither increaRed nor
diminished. Every man has gracious powers to be elected
according to the eternal purpose of God. All men may be
saved. Every individual, by grace divine, may place himself in the number of thOle who are chosen from before the
foundation of the world. The reprobates are those who,
abusing the conferred grace of God, resisting the Holy
Spirit, reject the conditions of salvation, and so fail to present the necessary tests to their election. The elect are
chosen unto good works, to holy faith, to persevering love,
to a full manifestation of the power of the gospel during
their probationary life, and upon their foil performance of
this their work and mission, they attain, through grace divine,
to a rich, unmerited salvation.
IMMUTABILITY OF THE LAW.

The law, as given to Adam, requiring pure and perfect
holiness, has never been withdrawn from the race, and can
never be changE'!d. It is its perfectness and immutability
which necessitate the atonement and the redemption.
'rhrough our whole human history, its pure ideal stands
to reveal to us, by our distance beneath its level, the depth
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of oor fall. Whether our sin be responsible or not, it is by
the law that we measure its amoont. By it, too, we measore the elevation through which we must pass by the redemption to our final restorement in the glorification. Yet
inasmoch as we have, by our own voluntary sinfulness, ratified our.original sin, and taken upon ourselves the control
and the guilt of our sinful nature, so the law furnishes us
the measure of oor voluntary ruin. And for the finally
impenitent, inasmuch as they had t.he means to the full
restorement in the glorification, the law furnishes the just
amount of their final condemnation. The law is indeed
holy, just, and good; yet for the finally guilty, by the law
is the knowledge of sin and the experience of hell. By the
deeds of that law can no flesh hope to be justified. In the
presence of that law can no human merit stand. Under
the ChrisUess infliction of its penalty must aU flesh die.
For one and for all the only hope of salvation is by the
way of faith alone, in the abounding atonement of the
dying son of God.
ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION, OR CHRISTIAN PERFECTIOS.

At our justification we are held by God as absolved from
all past sin, and treated 8S if perfectly pure from the gnilt
of sin. The law, though not abolished, and though it. still
remains the standard of our condemnation, apart from
Christ, is not the standard of our acceptance through Christ.
If, then, we are accepted by the law of faith, do we also
receive from Christ the power to ret.ain that undiminished
acceptance without our complete fulfilment of the pure
Adamic law?
Experience shows, at any rate, that few, if any, do, from
the moment of their justification, retain the fulness of that
first acceptance. Though regenerate, and breathing holy
aspirations after holiness empowered within them by the
blessed Spirit, such is (Itill the inexperience and ignorance of the ways of satan, such is the natural bent of
former habit, and such the unsteadiness of the will, that
most, if not all, do grieve the Holy Spirit, and come under
23-
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conuemnation; not, indeed, the condemnation of tbe enti
unbeliever, but the condemnation of an offending chi!
Such a condemnation, t.he result of spiritual weakne$S, el
dangers apostasy; and the warning of God then, is: "I
watchful, and strengthen the things that remain and a
ready to die, for I have not founu thy works perfect befo
God." Rev. iii. 2. If, now, through the Holy Spirit grant.
under the atonement, the soul of the earnest Christian I
so spiritually enlightened and strengthened, that it m~
return by repentance to the gracious guiltie!.lsness of its fir
justification, and be enabled to retain the fulness of tl
divine acceptan('e, his" works" may be found" perfect b
fore God:" - perfect, not according to the Adamic La,
but perfect by the standard of his ever justifying acCt'ptanc
the law of faith. Our views may, perhaps, appear, then,
the following formula:
Through a maturity of Christian experience and the fll
ness of the spirit imparted, the spiritual powers of tI
faithful Christian may be so strengthened, that he may, a[
often does, maintain, through grace, for a longer or short,
period, a permanent state of the undiminished fuln(>ss I
hb acceptance with God, and under no more actual COl
demnation than at. the moment of his justification.
Every thing which has attained the normal completene
of its own cla!.ls or kind is rightly called perfect. Not aft4
an ideal, but a normal st.andard, we speak of a perfect e~
a perfect chicken, a perfect full-grown fowl. There may t
a perfect child or a perfect man. And everything whic
is wanting in none of the normal complement of qualitie
in normal degree, is perfect in its class. Now the Christia
who has attained to t.he description of our formula, is ~
the normal I!tandard of a perfect man in Christ. We m
an abundantly scriptural term, in calling this a state (
Christian perfection. It is a state in which all the nonnl
qualities of the Christian are permanently, or with more (
less continuity, possessed in the proper completeness. An
18 this spiritual strength and power over and against sir
derived from the Holy Spirit, is sanctification, so in th
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completeness which we have described, it is not improperly,
perhap~, by us called entire sanctification.
Of this state of sanctification, the actual divine accept!lnct>, in itA uncondemning fulness, ie, according to our
present statement, the actual standard. With how much
;hort.coming from the perfect law this is in any case possiI>le, the Spirit is itself in every case judge. It may, therefore, not be possible to answer this question by antecedent
words, especially to a metaphysician, demanding absolute
~xactne8e; and in this fact, perbaps, consists the basis of
the complaint often made by theologians, that they cannot
Iluderstand the thing we attempt to describe.
The evangelic Jaw requires love with all our present
feeble powers to God, and to our neighbor as ourselves.
As we are unable to love God with full Adamic powers,
the perfed law even then condemns us. Moral weaknesses
~ontracted by past sinful habits, moral ignorances resulting
from our own past fault, prejudices of whicb we are more
lr less unconscious, nervous irritabilities and physical idioJyncrasies, may produce condemnation from censorious
man, where tbere is still acceptance from him wbo "know~th our frame."
So far as the will is concemed, Mr. Wesiey excluded from the sanctified state all "voluntary trans~essions;" but it is questionable whether under the term
'involuntary" he did not really include countless numbers
of minuter volitions, inevitably escaping from our moral
weakness, in spite of our most vigorous tOile of spiritual
purpose and spiritual activity. Witb how much of all
~hese "infirmities" the unintf'rruptcd fulness of the divine
Ilpprobat.ion can con!.'ist, it is, as we before remarked, impos~ible in buman wOJ:ds exactly to define, even if we could
exactly conceive. Tbus much, at any rate, is fully certain,
that Leighton correctly dt>scribes it as an "imperfect perfection." Ample work, doubt.less, is found from these shortcomings for a permant"nt exerci!!c of the most perfect repentance; as well as the most perfect faith in the blood of
Christ. Ample reasons will be found for praying" Forgive
Ull our trespasses."
Ample vt>rge there is for all those texts
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of scripture which affirm that there is none that" sinnett
not;" that is, in the wider sense of the word" sin." Nor i!
there any difficulty in understanding how the most exaltec:
of our Christian saints, in the light of the pure and perfec'
law, looking at themselves with the eye of a sanctified con
science, can scarce find words sufficient to express tbeil
deep humiliation, not only for the depths of the fall of theil
own nature, but for their own short-cotnings and for tbeil
sins against infinite purity.
But the law is our schoolmaster to drive us to Christ
And yet when in Christ, it is not our duty to keep 00
shuddering eyes perpetually fixed upon the schoolmaster
Greater spiritual power, as well as higher spiritual joy, car
be derived from dwelling in Christ, and holding up befon
ourselves the measure of Chri8tian holiness we can attair
through him. A goal is thus set up for our holy ambition
a positive standard for which we may labor. Thence I
more cheerful piety arises in him who (',ontemplates wha'
he may gain t.hrough Christ, than in him who is ever trem
bling under the lash of the law, and who is ever exclaim
ing: :, I am all sin, and nothing but sin." Hence, as thl
doctrine of apostasy constitutes a real warning agains
backsliding and sin, so the doctrine of Christian perfectiol
is a living incitement to progressive holiness.
PERPETUITY OF MAN's FREE AGENCY.

By substance and by conformation of his spiritual Da
ture, man is intrin~ically a free agent, and such he doubt
less is through all the stages of his existence. That f~
agency may be externally restricted by the absence of alter
natives of choice, or by external circumscription from give[
courses, or to some one particular course. By the deprava·
tion of the fall, without changing his intrinsic nature as al
free agent, the way of righteousness, and the possibility 01
pleasing God, were placed beyond his reach. Neither the
motive nor the object were to him a possibility. So the
sinner who, by perseverance in sin, destroys his moral
sensibilities, diminishes, and ultimately destroys, the ave-
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Dues to a course of righteousness. The damned, enclosed
in hell, are surrounded by objective, insuperable obstacles,
to even choosing true repentance and return to holinells.
The freedom of the will is, in all these cases, objectively
obstructed, not intrinsically destroyed. Nevertheless, as in
these last two cases, the suppression of the action of the
will is self superinduced, it furnishes no excuse. The free
agency still continues, and no bar to penal responsibility
can arise from these self-imposed restrictions.
So, also, the holy being in heaven is still intrinsically a
(ree agent. The radical nature of his being, in this respect,
is not changed. But the conditions of the pOlVlible choice
of sill are removed from around his will. His glorified
body can be neither stimulant nor instrument of sin; the
sphere of heaven is no possible place of sin; the holy atmosphere of heaven, the inbreathed Spirit of God, exclude
all poesible motive for sin. Sin is therefore objectively
impossible. Yet, inasmuch as by achieving his probationary
mission, the glorified soul has, through grace, attained to
glory, God does recognize in his holy service of praise all
the rewardable merit of his most free performance during
the period of his probation.
CONCLUSION.

Upon the whole, the writer of this Article has doubtless
failed in his task, if he has not made it conceivable to a
candid examiner from the other side, that our Arminianism is a well-defined, symmetrical system, which a mind
possessed of the broadest logical consistency may reasonably be imagined to accept as the best approximation to a
satisfactory solution of the facts of the divine government.
It is an attempt to show the reconcileability of the divine
sovereignty in the plenitude of iu holiness with the freedom and responsibility of man, by a met.hod securing the
divine honor, and affording the most powerful motives for
human piety. It may further appear, that as both systems
evidently aim at these great objects, though by methods
subordinately different, a respectful consideration of each
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others method may be beneficial to both sides. If this
Article shall exert any favorable influence toward that result,
it will be greatly due, as we take pleasure here aud elsewhere in recording, to the truly Christian courtesy, both in
matter and manner, with which the present writer has repeatedly been editorially invited to furnish it for these
pages. We are happy to acknowledge the eminent style
of piety often attained under the teachings of Calvinil5m.
We place very high in the calendar of true Christian saintship the names of a Calvin, a Baxter, an Edwards, and a
Payson. Candid Calvinists will place in the same rank
the names of Arminius, Henry More, Fletcher of Madely,
and Francis Asbury.

ARTICLE II.
ENGLISH ETYMOLOGY, AS ADAPTED TO POPULAR USE:
ITS LEADING FACTS AND PRINCIPLES.
WITH A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF ILLUSTRATIVE EXAllPLES.
BT BBJloJ,UnJl W. DWIGHT, LL.D., OLIJlTOJl. JI. T.

THERE is a great neglected science of etymology, awaiting the day of thorough exploration; when, under the skilful hands of those who shall gather together its blocks of
quarried marble, from out of t~e rubbish amid which they
now lie confused, it shall rise as if by magic into a grand
structure of columnar and turreted beauty, to be the joy of
every eye that shall gaze upon it. English, as now used,
is, in the comprehension of even our educated men generally, but a mass of opaque arbitrary conventionalisms i
utterly destitute of any of those pictorial elementl', which
belong to language in its own true living forms. Modern
words accordingly which once were in themselves veritable
thought-pictures, are now wit.hout coloring to most eyes,
and are but mere skeleton-drawings, instead of being lifelike sketches of the things which they represent.
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